
 
	

	
		

		BID FORM 
	

	

NAME 

	
BUSINESS NAME 

	
ADDRESS 

	
CITY	 ST/PROVINCE	 ZIP/COUNTRY CODE	

	
PHONE	 EMAIL	

	
SALE DATE 

	
CREDIT CARD #	(BLOCK does not automatically charge winning bidders) EXPIRATION DATE CVV  CODE	

Please email completed form to info@blockauctionhouse.com by 5:00 pm (PT) the day prior to the auction. Block 
Auction House does not guarantee the  processing  of any  bids received  after this time. 

	
I request that Block enters bids on the following lots up to the maximum price I have indicated for each lot. I understand     that by 
submitting this bid, I have entered into a bidding contract to purchase the individual lots, if my bid is successful. I understand that if 
my bid is successful, I will be obligated to pay the purchase price, which will be the sum of my final bid plus the buyer’s premium and 
any other applicable fees and taxes. I understand that Block executes absentee bids as a convenience for clients, and is not 
responsible for inadvertently failing to execute bids or for errors relating to execution of   bids, including computer-related errors. If 
identical absentee bids are left, Block will give precedence to the first one received. All successful bids are subject to the terms of the 
Conditions of Sale on the Block website, which I have the opportunity to review. 

 
 

SIGNATURE DATE 

BID REQUESTS 

ABSENTEE  BIDDERS:		Provide your maximum bid amount in the Absentee Bid column, adhering to bid increments (below). 

PHONE BIDDERS:	Check the Phone Bidding column and provide your phone number for the day of auction. 
 

LOT #                         DESCRIPTION MAXIMUM BID $ PHONE  BID Y/N BID PHONE # 
     

     

     

     

     

 
 Bid Increments US$  

$100 - $475 @ $25  $20,000 - $47,500 @ $2,500 
$500 - $950 @ $50  $50,000 - $95,000 @ $5,000 
$1,000 - $1,900 @ $100  $100,000 - $190,000 @ $10,000 
$2,000 - $4,750 @ $250  $200,000 - $480,000 @ $25,000 
$5,000 - $9,500 @ $500  $500,000 - & above @  $50,000 
$10,000 - $19,000 @ $1,000  or at Auctioneer's discretion 
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